Background

Aim of the Study

Mobile active video games (M-AVGs) enable physical activity (PA) in outdoor settings by utilising the
sensing capabilities of mobile phones to allow pervasive game play that integrates physical position
and movements into a game context. As such games can integrate available play areas and equipment
within existing environments in locations such as schools. The imaginative game environment can be
used to encourage specific PA and Fundamental Movement Skill (FMS) practice in this context.

To describe the design factors and technological
information used in the design of a Mobile active video
game (M-AVG) used to engage a group of primary
school age children in physical activity (PA) and
fundamental movement skills (FMS).

Mobile Interface

Game Activities

Theme: A pirate theme with character choice
proves popular with younger players.

A multiplayer treasure hunt computer game ‘Pirate
Adventure’ was designed from scratch by the
research team.

Figure 2. QR Code

Modality: Visual responses and audio cues.
Layout: Interface design and layout facilitates eye
and hand free operation in an outdoor setting with
physical activity. Holsters and lanyards used to
secure phones.

This interactive treasure hunt game associates goals
depicted on a map (Figure 1) shown on a phone with
activities on a course marked out in the playground
(Figure 5). PA and FMS challenges are associated with
locations on the virtual game map and corresponding
play equipment. Types of activity include:

Interaction: The interface design displays themed
location information and feedback. Figure 1 shows
a map with visual feedback of treasure items. The
map updates with current location shown as a
glowing skull. Animations are used to demonstrate
FMS required (Figure 3), with progress bar and
audible feedback representing progress.

Clues: Items are revealed at each map location visited.
These represent solutions to a sequence of clues and
must be collected in order. Example clue: “is an animal
that talks like a human”. Answer: “Parrot”
FMS challenge: Some locations require a FMS to be
demonstrated before the player can proceed. The
accelerometer in the phone determines when the
activity has been completed. Example challenge: “There
is an earthquake near the boat! Jump up and down to
avoid the tremors!”.

Figure 1. Mobile Interface showing ‘location’

Figure 3. PA animation

Physical Environment
The map shown on a phone matches a course marked
out in the playground (Figure 5), using boxes and
cones.

PA challenge: Challenges can require playground
equipment to be traversed to proceed to the next
location. Example challenge: “Tsunami! A big crack has
appeared in the side of the ship, get from location 1 to
location 2 by putting the phone in the holster and side
stepping your way out”.

Figure 5. Real world map marked out on the play ground

Sensing
Location: The phone cameras recognise 2-dimensional codes (QR codes – Figure 2) that match positions of key
game locations to the real world environment.
Activity: Phone accelerometers accumulate movement to sense physical activity levels.

Results

Response to a single pilot testing session with six primary school aged children aged 5-11 over 1 gameplay session (1
hour) in an afterschool care program.
During the testing session, a total of 10643 location scans were completed. Spurious readings were 11.6%; however
easily identifiable. Location tracking and path following is consistent with map layout designed (Figure 4). Thickness
of the green lines indicate the number of times a valid game path is followed and scanned correctly at each end by a
player. Red indicates a short cut. A clear short cut is demonstrated between locations 6 and 9.
Table 1 demonstrates activity participation for each player showing clues, FMS and PA challenges that were
successful for each player. Each player engaged with the game for at least 25 minutes or more. The age of each
participant influenced the number of clues, FMS and PA challenges achieved. However, time per location is
reasonably consistent for each player (taking into consideration age).
Table 1. Activity participation in Game

# of
locations
visited

Total
time

Time per
location /
[s]

# of
clues
given

# of FMS
activities

# of PA
activities
completed

CHILD1 (10)

184

1:04:55

21.2

38

12

20

CHILD2 (6)

81

0:35:09

26.0

22

2

6

CHILD3 (7)

150

1:09:52

28.0

36

15

12

CHILD4 (6)

91

0:42:08

27.8

36

5

8

CHILD5 (5)

103

1:04:36

37.6

31

12

6

CHILD6 (7)

63

0:29:02

27.7

16

2

3

Player (age)

Figure 4. Paths taken by players

Conclusion
The game provides a motivation and interactive context in which to
engage PA and FMS. Using the accelerometer sensing the game records
and responds to all gameplay activity and allowed players to achieve a
complete coverage of all PA and FMS activities as initiated. We found that
players were making regular and consistent progress in the game via
location tracking and clue solving. The mechanism of a treasure hunt is a
successful motivator. The technology provides prompts and feedback
mechanisms to support game play which involves physical activity in an
outdoor environment.

